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About This Game

 Feel like the world's best drone pilot.

 People say they love the steering.

 25 challenges with increasing difficulty.

 Local pass-and-play multiplayer, great for parties.

 Designed for VR but can also be played on a regular screen with keyboard or gamepad.

CREATED WITH LOVE BY NEUSTON

Neuston is a game studio that focuses on creating super-tight action games.

SEIZURE WARNING

A small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed to certain visual images, including flashing lights or
patterns. Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience any symptoms.
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Title: Drone Hero
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Neuston AB
Publisher:
Neuston AB
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: CPU Intel i5-4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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An intuitive easy to learn .. hard to master game of drone madness.

Pros: The flight dynamics are really An effective and rsposive. I great use of the VR hand controller.
note: this game only requires on hand controller. Currently in early access so I feel the developer has a few more tircks up his
sleeve in terms of game levels. Some thumping beats..

Cons: The flashng strobe light get a bit much... Would be nice to have the choice to turn them off.
  Single environment - felt a bit clostrophobic.
  no multiplayer

. Really polished and fun. The controls are really great, and it's just a great example of a relatively simple concept that's been
executed very well. The graphics and music are a great fit too. Especially loved the missile levels.. This is cool. It's definitely
worth it on sale. It's basically The Lab's remote control flying vehicle in obstacle courses.. Like others have said, polished game
with great control over the drone. Nice variance of challenging levels to keep it interesting. Will keep coming back to try and
hone my skills.
Hope for more from this title. Also..
I can now play left handed!!!
Handling the drone controls and angles needed with my left hand feels much more natural than trying to learn on my right.
Thank you to the Dev for updating this feature!!. Good game. Some imbalance in scoring and difficulty due to apparently
randomized spawns that don't check the drone's current location. It's possible to be at the spawning point and artificially get full
points with no effort. At the same time you could get a bad spawn theoretically and lose points due to no fault of your own.
However it's a fun game and this is just some feedback.. Drone Hero is a very fun, simple game that really helps with fine motor
control!
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Drone Hero is one incredibly great game. I've had a hard time finding VR games that actually provide fun gameplay, but this
one is a real winner! The controls are intuitive, the levels are fun and sometimes really challenging, and the music is just great.
I'd say this is basically a must-have for any Vive or Oculus owner.. You control a drone in 3rd person by twisting your
controller. I found it especially hard to move the drone toward me.

I'm sure some people are into a game like this, I'm just not one of them. Give it a go and see if you like it. After all, it's well-
made.. I'm impressed! It's early days but the game is well polished and makes good and innovative use of VR. It's like having a
private games room in a club with a serious lighting system and a wild sound track to boot (although if you suffer from
photosensitivity, steer clear).

The control scheme is simple and easy to pickup while making excellent use of the Vive controller. There's also a great feeling
of progression as you get through the levels and the difficulty level seems about right. That said, it'll take some serious skillz to
master it...

If you're looking for a fun VR ready game with a decent sideorder of challenge this is definitely worth a look. It'll be cool to see
where this goes - multiplayer especially could be really cool.. Cool game, nothing like flying a real drone but the controls are
great. I definitely recommend it. Good difficulty curve, fun challenges. I beat half of them before I had to stop playing due to
my wrists hurting. There is no option to select the drone control deadzone, which forces me to twist my wrist in awkward
rotations (Oculus Touch). It might have been designed with a vive, without an offset for touch controllers? I was also not able to
find an option to control the drone with my left hand.

. Yeah simple drone game is actually really fun. Pull trigger to go higher & tilt touch to move around & control is really precice
& responsive. You have to hit targets, the quicker you hit them the more point you get. You have to overcome obstactles that
become increasingly harder.
Feels very realstic to fly this little drone & setting is in a small room that has flahing lights & music.

if i'm honest the game is a bit odd but it just works.

It maybe a little too easy as i'm half way through the levels so i hope they add more.
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